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STEPHEN D RICKS and JOHN W WELCH eds

the allegory of the

olive tree the olive the bible and jacob 5 salt lake city
pp illustradeseret book provo utah FARMS 1994 xiv 624 ap
tions appendix 2 indexes 2895
28.95
2895
reviewed by david B honey associate professor of classical chinese department of asian and near eastern languages

the olive that most useful and symbolic of trees

is treated to

an unprecedented degree of scholarly and literary attention in this
massive conference volume the original 1992 FARMS conference presentations have been amply expanded and assembled in a
volume that seems to include everything relevant to the olive and
its symbolism in the book of mormon and the bible As with most
conference volumes the contributions overlap considerably but
since each approaches the topic from an individual angle from
history to theology from botany to philology the overlap rarely
seems tedious I1 cannot recall reading a volume of similar length
on a unified theme that sustains the interest of the reader as well
as this work

jenoss allegory of the olive tree
the meaning of zenoss
part one the meaning of
zenoss
jenoss allegory of the olive tree contains five introductory
pieces interpreting the allegory from the historical perspectives of
palestine the nephites
Nephites nineteenth century latter day saints and
mormons
Mor mons the contributions in this section are more
modern cormons
elegiac than analytic more theological than theoretical truman
Mad
sens the olive press A symbol of christ is a revision of a
maddens
madsens
previous publication that effectively introduces many of the
themes developed in depth elsewhere in the book catherine
thomas takes a rhetorical approach to yield inspirational conclu sions discovering in jacobs allegory the mystery of christ
clusions
noel reynolds concludes that nephite prophets chiefly lehi
nephi and jacob borrowed language and imagery from zenos
to express and verify their own revelations and such prophets
viewed isaiah as having done the same thing grant underwood
asserts that nineteenth century latter day saint discussion of the

the book is divided into five parts

238
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parable can be divided into two broad categories historical and
homiletical with the latter view predominant
part one concludes with paul hoskissons
Hoskis sons piece the allegory of the olive tree in jacob hoskisson declares that the allegory
is the most beautiful prose expression of gods aspirations for the
house of israel 70 he regards an allegory as one way of explicating actual events hence he seeks to locate the events of ofjacobs
jacobs
allegory in time and space his historical per
periodization
iodization based on
an earlier publication is reasonable and convincing
1

jenoss allegory of the olive tree
textual analysis of zenoss
part two textual analysis of zenoss
jenoss allegory of the olive
tree partakes of a more philological and rhetorical bent royal
skousen presents his collated version of jacob 4466 with textual
notes however the editors tacitly acknowledge the difficulty in
relying on a formidable critical text bristling with an embedded
apparatus when they opted to append the familiar unaggregated
text of jacob 5 to the end of the volume
more meaning is derived from the rhetorical analysis of
arthur henry kings language themes in jacob 5 than from
minute attention to textual variants unlike hoskisson king does
not approach the allegory historically like the dream too it
is not a parable of exact allegorical equivalencies but symbolic
equivalencies 140 rhetorical truth not logical truth is his goal
which he reveals through close attention to the niceties of narrative technique phraseology repetition distribution of elements
jenoss rhetorical buildup is
and the like king concludes that zenoss
complex and rich there is no passage like this in the bible 170
there is also no other contribution like this in this volume with its
combination of inimitable style and persuasive insight
john welch uses a more mechanical approach to rhetoric in
words and phrases in jacob 5 which tabulates vocabulary distribution in the allegory but mechanical operation does not necessarily yield trivial results for several conclusions are of interest
gorys vocabulary is distinctive making
allegorys
first much of the alle
scriptural allusions to the allegory possible with just a phrase or
two second few vocabulary items are shared with the new
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol35/iss1/24
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testament third zenos and the writers of the old testament use
many of the same vocabulary words in similar significant contexts
finally based on diction a tentative date for the composition of
the allegory can be hazarded early in the israelite monarchy perhaps in the latter half of davids kingship 181

ancient historical and religious backgrounds
to the symbolism of the olive
part three ancient historical and religious backgrounds to
the symbolism of the olive expands our understanding of the
economic and religious importance of the olive in the ancient
world john gee and daniel peterson in graft and corruption
premodern
on olives and olive culture in the pre
modern mediterranean 1122
initially treat lexicography 3 but the thrust of this lengthy contribution is historical not linguistic gee and peterson present a well
researched wide ranging survey of the olive and olive cultivation
exhausting the historical and economic background of the olive in
the premodern mediterranean world the authors plumb sources
from the classical to the semitic world and cite secondary authorities in abundance As with every entry in part three this contribution could be submitted with confidence for publication in an
academic journal so solidly grounded is its research
two products
by
of gee and petersons piece are noteworthy
byproducts
first since wild olives grow only in northern israel the fact that
zenos is familiar with the science of grafting lends credence to the
supposition that this enigmatic prophet hailed from the north
this may help to explain why lehi with his background in the
northern kingdom appears to have had access to a parable of olive
growing and why our modem bible with its background in judea
lacks the parable of zenos 201 41 second the article creates a reasoned response to arthur henry kings easily misconstrued conclusion that to experience language is more than to abstract
messages from it rhetoric is not an added decoration it is the thing
itself 172 73 the authors posit instead that parable is the
medium and olive culture is merely the particular idiom A knowledge of the idiom enhances understanding and appreciation of the
nuances of the message but it is not itself the message 225
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among many insights from john halls the olive in greco
roman religion is the athenians reverence toward the olive tree
the symbol of the life and vitality of their race a striking real life
parallel to the scriptural allegories of the olive tree 256 neither
hall nor any other author addresses the admittedly tangential issue
of the roman introduction of olive cultivation in spain the greatest producer of olive products in the modern era 249 this topic
is nevertheless worthy of further
farther treatment for the historical and
intellectual contribution of this region in many areas has been profound to take an example from the realm of philosophy both
seneca the younger the leading intellect of neros reign and
Maimo nides the foremost mind of medieval judaism were born
maimonides
and educated in cordoba spain a city based on olive cultivation
next donald parry and david seely each explore the olive
in the old testament but from different perspectives parry
studies the ritual anointing of both inanimate objects such as
vessels and temple implements and important personages like
priests prophets and kings with olive oil both practices
presage the anointing of the messiah parry summarizes with
admirable economy many scriptural citations and describes the
various rites and rituals all supported by references to important scholarly studies
seely concentrates on the nature of the figurative language in
jacob 5 as both allegory and parable an allegory of israelite history
and a parable of gods love a position supported by james faulconer later on in the volume 5 seelys
neelys attention to parables
throughout the cultural world of the mediterranean region including ancient greece is a laudable approach and of course could
lengthy but only by destroying the
length
have been made at greater length6
restrained symmetry of his compact study at any rate his musing
that zenos may have been drawing on an ancient tradition is
indebted to a new approach developed in biblical studies of paying
attention to possible greek influences on the writing of hebrew
prophets 7 seely hints at a new direction for future research when
he concludes that while jacob 5 is unique in its sophistication
jenoss allegory of
there is evidence in the ancient near east that zenoss
the olive tree does not come out of a vacuum 301
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol35/iss1/24
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the olive in early jewish and christian texts
from the general literary milieu of the ancient near east part
four moves us to the olive in early jewish and christian texts
john welch focuses on a specific text the pseudo philo with his
article comparing the last words of cenez
benez with jacob 5 this effort
is representative of all of the unabashedly philological contributions of part four called pseudo philo because of its provenance
philo of alexandria this text possibly contains
ofphilo
among the works of
materials far antedating its christian era redaction welch concludes that while its protagonist the prophet hero genez was
probably not the historical but unknown prophet zenos striking
affinities exist between the allegory of the vineyard in pseudo
philo and zenoss
jenoss allegory of the olive tree
seely and welch then combine forces as they align and analyze the main old testament texts relevant to olive trees and conclude that olive trees symbolized both blessing and cursing
prosperity and judgment they further posit that zenos was a relatively early prophet who stood near the head of this persistent
and powerful israelite literary theme 322 the texts exploring
this theme include exodus 15 psalm 52 psalm 80 hosea 14 isaiah 5 and jeremiah 11
james faulconer also draws on some of these same texts as he
compares zenos with pauls words in romans 11 his reasonable
reading of these texts confirms a common rhetorical tradition
based in part on the old testament passages cited above rather
than a direct relationship to account for the similarities shared
between zenos and paul however faulconer does hypothesize
zenoss
the existence of an unidentified text with features similar to jenoss
parable that paul could have accessed for his epistle both zenos and
paul therefore are similar if not on a textual level then on the anagogical level the level of spiritual significance 358
part four unfortunately falters midway with a curious inclusion a bibliography of commentaries on romans 1117 24 compiled by gary gillum not only is the text of secondary interest to
jacob 5 but the entries are mostly limited to english no french or
italian commentaries are listed and the only study in german
arguably the most important modern language for new testament
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1995
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scholarship appears in festschrift
afestschrift
fest schrift published at oxford at most
this piece merits no more independent existence than as an appendix to Faul
coners piece
faulconers
john tvedtnes in the first of three appearances again treats
romans 11 his expansive coverage of luke and isaiah justifies the
separate inclusion of this sprawling but comprehensive study
which is energetically detailed and enthusiastically documented
particularly noteworthy are his citations of christian fathers
in light of the earlier coverage in this volume some sections on
anointing and the messiah in his next entry olive oil symbol of
the holy ghost should have been reworked or deleted to avoid
tedious overlap still the remainder of this study especially the
central section on the holy ghost is well done and worthy of careful consideration
A refreshingly short entry concludes part four stephen hickss
rickss
olive culture in the second temple era and early rabbinic period
reads like an ideal conference paper short well researched and
presented based on primary sources with an original contribution the commonalities in the horticultural details of jacob 5 and
judaic literature of late antiquity as seen in the apocrypha the
nud support the symbol of
kishna and tah
talmud
pseudepigrapha the mishna
the olive as a sign of kingship authority and the tree of life
Tvedt ness first
although the article overlaps somewhat with tvedtness
paper ricks has a more narrow temporal focus and garners extensive support from secondary authorities like seely he is sensitive
to the cosmopolitan cultural climate of the age for example the
wearing of an olive wreath as a sign of victory was a greek not a
jewish symbol and probably an indication of hellenistic influence
my only complaint is that ricks
62
on jewish practice 461 621
never identifies the second temple period and only hints at it on
page 465 when it is paired with the early centuries of christianity

the botany and horticulture of olives
part five the botany and horticulture of olives closes the
volume tvedtnes offers a short study concluding that the term
vineyard is used appropriately and is not an error in the zenos
account in jacob 5 this piece too reads like an ideal conference
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol35/iss1/24
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paper but it is misplaced in its section for the horticultural
question is resolved with a philological answer only the concluding entry in this volume truly deals with horticulture
wilford hess daniel fairbanks john welch and jonathan
briggss
driggss botanical aspects of olive culture relevant to jacob 5
covers almost eighty pages of very interesting and pointed commentary on many technical aspects of the olive that escape the
nonspecialist the article is divided into two sections a short introductory narrative and a lengthy catechism based on the text of
jacob 5 half of the introduction is redundant since after some
450 pages we know enough of the etymology of the term olive
and the various views of its domestication but the other half offers
a bracing baptism into the scientific world of the olive botany and
cultivation fruit and oil pathogens pests and nutrition and botanical anomalies and unusual circumstances mentioned in jacob 5
that indicate the expertise of zenos in olive cultivation this last
part is a sensitive reading of the rhetoric of jacob 5 played against
the horticultural restraints of olive cultivation and is in itself a worthy capstone to this volume but there is more A catechism of
questions and answers continues the insightful textual analysis and
fully validates the authors assertion that there are many detailed
horticultural practices and procedures that were not likely
known by an untrained person and may not have been fully appreciated by professional botanists or horticulturists at the time the
book of mormon was translated even today outside of olive
growing areas professional horticulturists may not fully appreciate
some of the unique aspects of olive culture 552
after the appended text of jacob 5 come two indices the
first a very useful index of passages cited in the book from
the scriptures apocrypha pseudepigrapha dead sea scrolls
mishna
kishna and other jewish literature various christian sources and
the classics the second a subject index
despite the bulk of this volume two aspects deserve deeper
coverage if the book is to truly serve as the most comprehensive
collection of materials ever published about the olive in the world
of the bible and the book of mormon ix first since the target
text is the allegory of zenos one might expect the nature of allegory
to be developed more than it was for instance could the three
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1995
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levels of allegory isolated by the neoplatonists namely the literal
zenos
zenos8
the ethical and the metaphysical be applied with profit to zenose
more importantly the medical aspects of the olive are
touched on but not treated yet the olive is one of the most universal and potent of herbs and forms the base of most salves and
ointments in early latter day saint history its medicinal value was
recognized on a wide scale for instance olive oil was taken internally much like the cod liver oil of my childhood

at one

time in mormonism it used to be quite the thing to take
consecrated olive oil internally as part of the general good medicine
suggested by god saints thought no more of consuming it internally
as sic they did of drinking herbal teas and felt that it was as proper
and right in its place to take as botanic medicine was 9

in fact the ordinance of anointing the afflicted with olive oil was regarded as much as a medicinal application as a religious rite joseph EF
smith is quoted in one early journal as thinking it absurd for men to
off on the top of the head and pray that it might
pour a little drop of oil
permeate the whole being we should anoint the sick all over and
give them oil inwardly 10 some exploration therefore of the standard handbooks such as grieves A modem
modern herbal or Culb
reths
culbreths
A manual of
acology to elucidate this
pharmacology
Materia
mateda medica and Phan
ofmateria
important function of the olive would have been welcome
but overall most aspects of the olive and its cultivation history economy and symbolism are amply treated in this volume usually from multiple angles no serious student of the bible or book
of mormon can afford to neglect the factual information insights
and inspiration to be gleaned from this book and for those who
like the present reviewer do not enjoy the taste of actual olives the
allegorical approach is all the more appreciated

NOTES
see
ee paul T hoskisson explicating the mystery of the rejected foundation
stone the allegory of the olive tree BYU studies 30 summer 1990 77 87
the table of contents errs in placing this article in part two
3the
athe
rhe
the authors stumble on p 187 and p 227 n 12 forgivably when they
state that the name for olive in chinese is ci tun this name hardly recognizable
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol35/iss1/24
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in berthold laufers idiosyncratic orthography is more commonly spelled
zitong in pin
yin is pronounced somepinyin
pincin
tzu tung in wade giles romanization bitong
thing like tsie
dong in the middle ages and is nothing more than the chinese
tsiedong
attempt to spell the persian loan word for olive zeitun a product first introduced
to the chinese by persian merchants
the possibility of a northern extraction of zenos is again suggested by
stephen ricks on p 467 with documentation
it may be more accurate to call jacob 5 a parable rather than an allegory
but the terminology is sufficiently loose that it isnt important to insist on one term
365
563
363
or the other 363
365 n 2 faulconer chooses to use the term parable in his study
among other examples 1I have in mind hesiods
Hesi ods the battle of the frogs
and mice
aon
7onn the genetic relationship between hebrew and greek historiography
consult john van seters early greek historiography in search of history historio graphy in the ancient world and the origins of biblical history new
toriography
52 giovanni garbini history and
haven conn yale university press 1983 8852
ideology in ancient israel trans john bowden new york crossroad 1988
82 86 robert G boling judges anchor bible garden city NY doubleday
1975 1923
19 23 and the studies cited by robert morgan and john barton biblical
interpretation oxford bible series oxford oxford university press 1988 216
or these three levels consult robert lamberton homer the theologian
for
neoplatonist allegorical reading and the growth of the epic tradition berkeley university of california press 1989 47
9john
ajohn
ohn heinernian
Heiner nian joseph smith and herbal medicine monrovia majority
hemermnn
helner
of one press nd 68
10ruth
ruth may fox diary june 3 1900 cited by john heinerman and they
shall be healed herbal medicine and faith healing on the early frontier unpublished manuscript kindly furnished to me by dean morris
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